Social Impact Report 2018
Exploring our impact: looking at the Coworking Canvas, collaboration
and a world without The Melting Pot
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Introduction
The Melting Pot is Scotland’s Centre for Social Innovation. We
provide a wide range of practical resources to support people and
organisations realising their ideas for a better world. Opened over a
decade ago, we are a true pioneer of the coworking concept - one of
the oldest coworking businesses in the world.
There are three core areas to our work:
COLLABORATION: work, meet, learn and collaborate in the
heart of Edinburgh – coworking, ethical venue hire and
inspiring events;
INCUBATION: Good Ideas supports people turning an idea into
a social venture. Practical help in a structured programme of
workshops, learning tours, events and expert input;
ACCELERATION: The Coworking Accelerator is a faster & safer
route to coworking success. Delivering practical resources and
expertise to coworking leaders globally to help them build
resilient, enterprising communities locally.
Claire Carpenter came up with the idea for The Melting Pot before the
term developed and coworking became a global industry. The vision

was of a society with a connected, effective social innovation
community:

“I wanted to bring together interesting people who do
interesting things, and to empower a diverse community
with purpose, power and reach. Ultimately it’s about a
place where the whole is greater than the sum of the
parts”
Claire Carpenter, Founder and CEO of The Melting Pot

Our coworking service has developed and matured since we opened
in 2007. Our unique model now supports a community of over 100
people and organisations. Membership provides more than just a
space to work. We are dedicated to nurturing our Members. TMP is a
place to belong, where people are stronger together than they would
be working in isolation.
We wanted to understand the impact coworking at The Melting Pot
has on our Members' lives, work and well-being. This report lays out
our findings.
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Key Insights
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A Diverse Membership
The Melting Pot is home to 119 Members1, only 32% of coworking
spaces globally have more than 100 Members2.
The Melting Pot membership has a more even
gender distribution than the global average,
49% female (average 41% worldwide2) and 51%
male.
37% of people using coworking
spaces fall into the 30 - 39 age
category, at The Melting Pot
people are a bit older, 72% of our
Members are over 353. Ages of
TMP Members range from 18 – 25
to 50 – 65
Members are a mix of employees,
freelancers, founders and
volunteers. 24% of Members use
TMP to produce work for more
than one organisation.

Years Involved with
The Melting Pot

Role
Freelance/
Self
Employed
Volunteer

20

Employee

10

Founder

15

5
0

Age ranges of TMP
Members

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Geographic Scope

18 - 25

26 - 35

50 - 65

Over 65

36 - 50

On average Members have been involved with TMP for 4 years, 7%
have been involved for the whole 10 years.

TMP Members’ work has impact across Scotland and around the
world. The Melting Pot has been enabling people to work flexibly and
remotely since 2007, when the transition to more flexbile working
was just beginning. Members can put down roots in Scotland ’s
capital whilst influencing and contributing to projects and
organisations operating around the world.
“What is the geographic scope of your work?” most TMP Members
(34%) answered international. But some work more locally,
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impacting Edinburgh (6%), the Lothians (2%), Scotland (29%) and
the wider UK (25%).
4%

6%

2%
Edinburgh

34%

29%

Lothians

Scotland
Wider UK
International
Other

25%

Role and Organisation
Some TMP Members are sole-traders; others work for organisations
of varying sizes. Many of our Members (42%) are employed by an
organisation. There are a handful of teams based at The Melting Pot
but generally, of the those who are employees, Members work for an
organisation that has other employees based elsewhere.

Pot provides a community and a
solution to the isolation and
distractions encountered when
working at your kitchen table.
89% of respondents work for SMEs
with less than 100 employees. The
Melting Pot supports the growing
number of SMEs in the UK; over 99%
of businesses are small or medium
sized businesses – employing 0-249
people.4
33% of respondents founded their organisation. 42% of these
entrepreneurs are women.
In 2016, the House of Commons
reported, only 21% of SMEs were led
by women4. The gender balance of
founders at The Melting Pot is far
closer to 50 – 50 than the UK average
of female led businesses was in 2016.

The “gig economy” describes an increase in short term, freelance and
project work and a move away from traditional, full time
employment. 31% of Members are freelancers or consultants. For
people who don’t have access to a traditional workplace The Melting
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Reach of Organisation
From 1 person to millions, the reach
of Members’ work varies enormously.
The reach of an organisation is linked
to its impact model, size and
capacity.
Some members make a big difference
to a small group of people, others will
reach millions of people hoping to
cause a large scale impact. 36% of
our respondents said their work reaches between 1 and 200 people.
21% reach hundreds, 20% thousands, 16% tens of thousands and 7%
millions. TMP supports people who are touching the lives of millions,
around the world.
How many people benefit from the work of
your organisation/s per year?

Percentage of Respondents

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
1 - 20

21 - 50

51 - 100

101 - 200

Hundreds

Thousands

Tens of
thousands

Millions

Number of people benefitting from work
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Coworking Canvas
The Coworking Canvas is a tool developed by The
Melting Pot and the team delivering the
Coworking Accelerator. This framework
articulates 6 key areas of focus for developing a
thriving coworking community.
The core values of this methodology are
belonging, nurturing and place-making. We
believe:
People unleash their potential and become
resilient when they develop a true sense of
belonging.
People and businesses grow and endure
when talent, relationships and
opportunities are nurtured.
Place-making happens and communities
thrive when people, spaces and places
create a joined-up ecosystem.
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Belonging
for particular skills and who can help form the connections needed to
deliver impact.
82% of Members said they have expanded their Network due to
membership at The Melting Pot. This suggests that joining TMP is an
effective method of growing a professional and personal network.

Peer Support

Network
When a person joins The Melting
Pot community, they instantly
have access to a Network of
interesting, interested, skilled
people, and connect into
opportunities of the wider
support ecosystem. Members
learn from each other and work
together, they know who to go to

Peer support is part of the
collaborative culture in quality
coworking communities that you
don’t experience when working in
isolation at a café. It could be
helping someone solve a
particular problem, sharing
knowledge on a specific subject
or the simple things: offering to
make a cup of tea, chatting over
lunch, a friendly welcome at the
front desk.
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Peer support is a two way street, it feels good to support others and
sometimes a well timed helping hand is exactly what’s needed to
overcome an obstacle.
77% of Members have received Peer Support at The Melting Pot.
This suggests that Members see value in dedicating time to
supporting their peers and are comfortable reaching out to others
within the community.
35%

Percentage of Respondents

30%
25%

I have expanded my
network

20%
15%

I receive peer
support

10%
5%
0%
Definitely
not

No

Not really

Kind of

Yes

Absolutely

Number of people benefitting from work
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Nurturing
Members of The Melting Pot) said the event had helped them
increase their understanding of an area of work or interest,
developed an exisiting skill or had taught them something
completely new.
59% of Members said they had learnt useful skills at The Melting
Pot. They may have learnt these skills during an event or as a result
of receiving Peer Support from someone at TMP.
This TMPEvent helped me...
60%

learn something
completely new

Learning
The TMPEvents programme is a
series of learning, social and
inspiring events organised by The
Melting Pot. The learning events
are high impact and low time
commitment, usually facilitated by
a Member.

Percentage of Respondents

50%

develop a skill I
already had

40%
30%

increase my
understanding of an
area of work

20%

increase my
understanding of an
area of interest

10%
0%
Definitely not

No

Not really

Kind of

Yes

Number of people benefitting from work

On average, 68% of TMPEvent
attendees (who are not all
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Hosting

The team are responsible for community building: organising the
TMPEvents programme and helping Members form connections with
Members and others outwith TMP. They create the TMP culture and
set the tone for members of
the community, they know
everyone by name and
encourage Members to do the
same.

40%
35%

Percentage of Respondents

The Melting Pot is home to over 100 organisations and the
Collaborate team help make the space a welcoming, well-functioning
place to be. Hosting in this way is the foundation of making a
coworking space more than just a place to work.

30%
25%

I have learnt useful
skills

20%

I feel I belong to a
community

15%
10%
5%
0%
Definitely
not

No

Not really

Kind of

Yes

Absolutely

95% of our Members said
they feel they belong to a
community at The Melting
Pot. This suggests that a
hosted space builds a strong
coworking community.
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Place-making
that access to TMP helps them deliver their work, this suggests
that the accessibility and flexibility of TMP is a significant support to
the freelancers, entrepreneurs and SME employees that make up the
community.

Co-location

Space
A coworking space is nothing
(literally) without comfortable,
practical facilities that can be
accessed as and when they are
needed.
The Melting Pot has a range of
office-space options, shared
resources and Membership
packages for the community to
utilise. 98% of our Members said

Having a variety of people colocated in the same space
provides endless possibilities.
Like the people who live in a
town or city, the Members of a
coworking community make
the place what it is.
Working alongside inspiring
people and being imbedded in
an interesting community like
TMP’s has an impact on the way people work and act. 77% of our
Members said they had gained confidence professionally as a
result of being a Member of The Melting Pot.
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50%
45%

Percentage of Respondents

40%
35%

I have access to a
space that helps me
deliver my work

30%
25%

I have gained
confidence
professionally

20%
15%
10%
5%
0%
Definitely
not

No

Not really

Kind of

Yes

Absolutely

Co-location with the right people often leads to collaboration…
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COLLABORATION
Collaborations come in all shapes and sizes: conversations that bring
understanding or motivation, teaching or learning a new skill, signposting opportunities or resources and working together on longterm projects.
Examples of collaborations Members gave in the survey include:
Prototyping an app
Consultancy and research
Web development
Events
Funding opportunities
PR support

Forming Collaborations
77% of Members said they would rather collaborate on a project
with a Member of The Melting Pot, than look elsewhere. This
suggests that they recognise the diverse range of talent at TMP and
the value of engaging with other Members of their community.
42% of Members have already collaborated with a person or
organisation they connected with at The Melting Pot. This

suggests that Members are
engaged with one another and
collaborate to produce impact.
When looking at Members who
had been involved for over a
year, the rate of collaboration
rose to 56%, compared to 16%
for those involved for less than
a year. This suggests that the
longer a member is involved
with TMP the more likely they
are to form a collaboration.
Only 33% of TMP Members have been a Member for less than a year.
Demonstrating that, although the make up of the community is
constantly changing, people tend towards long term membership.
The Melting Pot plays a central role in the collaborations formed
between Members. 87% of Members who had been part of a
collaboration said that it would have been unlikely, very unlikey
or impossible for them to form that collaboration had they not
been a Member of The Melting Pot.
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Collaboration Outcomes
100% of Members who had
collaborated with someone
they met at The Melting Pot
said they were satisfied,
very satisfied or
completely satisfied with
the collaboration.
Collaborations largely
resulted in opportunities
(61%) or revenue (48%) and
occasionally in the creation
of jobs (22%).
Collaboration is a powerful indicator of the dynamism, strength and
entrepreneurialism of the community. When people choose to work
together it says they trust each other and value each other’s skills
and expertise. The rate of collaboration at The Melting Pot suggests
that Members connect with each other effectively, whilst the 100%
satisfaction rate indicates the talent of the community.

Did the collaboration result in...

Jobs

Opportunities

Revenue

Beneficiaries
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A World Without The Melting Pot
95% of Members said that the space meets their practical needs most
of the time, nearly always or completely. The research also tried to
capture how members feel about the more intangible benefits of The
Melting Pot.
How likely is it that you'd find an alternative to TMP that provides you
with everything you currently get from The Melting Pot?
7%

2%

2%

2%

30%

Impossible
Very unlikely
Unlikely

Likely
Very likely
Definite

As mentioned previously 96% of
respondents said that membership
at The Melting Pot gave them access
to a space that helps them deliver
their work. In addition to this 91%
of Members said membership
helps them feel inspired and 88%
said it helps them find motivation.
These responses, in combination,
suggest that TMP contributes more
than a place for Members to rest their laptop - working at TMP helps
people find the creativity and determination to get through that todo list.

57%

50%
45%
40%

Percentage of Respondents

88% said that it would be unlikely, very unlikely or impossible for
them to find an alternative that provides them with everything
they currently get from The Melting Pot. There is an abundance of
alternative serviced offices and coworking spaces in Edinburgh and
around the world, but this suggests that they would not replace The
Melting Pot entirely for these Members.

35%
30%

I feel inspired

25%
20%

I find motivation

15%
10%
5%
0%
Definitely
not

No

Not really

Kind of

Yes

Absolutely
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The Melting Pot’s charitable
mission is to stimulate and support
social innovation - finding creative
solutions to social and
environmental problems.
77% of Members said they have a
better understanding of social
innovation as a result of being a
Member of The Meting Pot.
Increased understanding of social
innovation can lead to more engagement with the solutions to our
societal and environmental problems.

Without The Melting Pot, Edinburgh would be missing a community
of collaborative coworkers. At least 52 collaborations, which
generated opportunities, revenue and jobs, would never have been
formed. Our Members would have a poorer understanding of social
innovation and would not have access to a resource that helps them
deliver impact.

35%

Percentage of Respondents

30%
25%
20%

I have a better
understanding of
social innovation

15%
10%
5%
0%
Definitely
not

No

Not really

Kind of

Yes

Absolutely
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Methodology
The data presented in this report comes from 3 sources: the Social
Impact Measurement Survey, The Melting Pot Nexudus “Custom
Fields” Report and the TMPEvents Feedback Survey. The testimonials
come from 3 sources: the Social Impact Measurement Survey, Case
Studies and the TMPEvents Feedback Survey.

Social Impact Measurement Survey
We developed an online survey distributed to Members via email,
community board and a laptop on-site with the survey loaded up on
it. Completion of the survey was not incentivised, but it was
encouraged. The survey was not anonymous.
Members are defined as anyone with a membership package
(Networker, TMP25, TMP50, TMP100, Fixed Desk or Fixed Desk
Premium) in their own name. All surveyed people were current
Members during all or some of the survey period.
Survey submissions were made between 26 March 2018 and 3 July
2018. 56 members responded, representing 47% of the total 119
Members*.

Assumptions:
Responses from these individuals are representative of the
experience of a Member of The Melting Pot.
Responses to the survey are honest and representative, despite
the survey not being anonymous. There may be a positive bias
to the responses due to the lack of anonymity.
The 48% sample size is representative of the full membership.
We may assume that the individuals who responded to the
survey are the most engaged with The Melting Pot. There may
be a positive bias from the sample group for this reason.

The Melting Pot Nexudus “Custom
Fields” Report
The Melting Pot Nexudus platform is used to administrate our
membership packages. When someone signs up for a membership
package they are asked to fill out some basic information about
themselves and/or their organisation based on “Custom Fields” that
we have produced.
Nexudus also holds all the information about membership packages
of our Members, and therefore the number of Members we have and
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how much time they spend at The Melting Pot. Reports were
exported from Nexudus on 11 July 2018 and analysed for this report.

Assumptions:
The answers to the questions in the sign up form are honest
and accurate. For some Members some time has elapsed
between them completing the intial sign up form and it
appearing in this report, this is likely to be the biggest source of
error.
A comparison of the date taken from the Nexudus “Custom
Fields” Report and the responses collected in the Social Impact
Measurement Survey is representative, despite there being
some discrepancy between the individuals contributing to the
data set. Some people who completed the Social Impact
Measurement Survey were no longer Members at the time of
the Nexudus “Custom Fields” Report being exported.
The report produced by Nexudus is accurate.
*The total of 119 Members was reached using the Nexudus “Custom
Fields” Report exported on 11 July 2018

Case Studies
Some of the testimonials in this report were collected as case
studies, a member of The Melting Pot team sat down with current

and ex-Members of The Melting Pot and asked them a series of
questions. The conversations were recorded, transcribed and edited
slighty for ease of reading.

Assumptions:
The answers provided by case study respondents are honest.
The slight amendments made to grammar and syntax do not
change the intended meaning of the testimonials.

TMPEvents Feedback Survey
The Melting Pot runs events for Members and the public as part of the
TMPEvents programme, some events are exclusively for Members.
Attendees are asked to complete an anonymous survey after
attending an event. Some of the data and testimonials in this report
are taken from this survey, they are either from Member only events
or the respondent has identified as a Member in the testimonial.
TMPEvents feedback surveys are completed on paper and then input
into Wufoo by a member of staff. Survey responses from 20 April 2017
to 13 July 2018 were exported analysed for this report.

Assumptions:
The quoted respondents are Members of The Melting Pot.
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Surveys were input into Wufoo accurately
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